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INTERNATIONAL WOMEN’S 

DAY
International Women’s Day, which falls on 8th March, has always had a 
strong association with socialism and the class struggle. The inspiration 
came from a Women’s Day protest in New York in 1908 organised by the 
Socialist Party to call for equal pay and equal voting rights. Two years later 
the Second International held a women’s conference that unanimously 
approved the establishment of International Women’s Day and in 2017 
the Russian Revolution began with a strike by women calling for Peace 
and Bread on International Women’s Day.

Over a hundred years later we can take some pride in the achievements 
of the Women’s Liberation Movement (WLM). But, as Dave Middleton 
points out in his regular column on the cost of living (Cost of Living: 
Equality for all women), women around the world still face extreme 
poverty and lack of access to contraception and abortion. And as the 
crisis of capitalism deepens things are getting worse.

As well as the economic, there has always been an ideological element to 
women’s oppression which Marilyn Tyzack discusses in The Last Word (Big 
Boys Don’t Cry). While class is an obvious driver of inequality, working 
class women suffer more than working class men. And all women are at 
risk from the rise in toxic masculinity and misogyny and the growing 
threat of rape, violence and murder.

There is justified concern over the role of social media in spreading this 
poison, especially to young boys. But the rise of the religious right in 
alliance with the ruling class, whether it is Muslim clerics in Iran and Saudi 
Arabia or Evangelical Christians in the USA, is powering an international 
assault on women’s rights that demonstrates the fragility of the gains of 
the WLM.
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The fight to defend those gains has to be a central to the struggle for socialism. 
The inequality of women is rooted in the nature of our class society, but it is not 
enough to argue that there can be no women’s liberation without socialism. As 
well as economic inequality, women everywhere are oppressed by patriarchy. 
The idea of male superiority is as old as history. And it is embedded at every level 
of society. If we wish to reclaim International Women’s Day for the socialist 
tradition we have to fight the sexist ideology of the ruling class as it manifests 
itself within our own movement, in the workplace, in the unions and in our 
communities. Unless we make a stand against the oppression of women in the 
here and now we will never achieve socialism.

Bernard Gagnon, CC BY-SA 3.0 <https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0>, via Wikimedia Commons
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Those of us engaged in the “political life” sometimes forget how alien 
it is to most people to attend demonstrations, rallies and to canvass 
for things you believe in. It is almost exactly 40 years since I first 
became an activist. It is no understatement to say that phoning the 
local Labour Party one day in March 1983, to say I wanted to help 
with the election campaign, changed the entire course of my life.

I had never before knocked on a stranger’s door and had an argument 
with them. For five or six weeks I did little else. A close friend of 
mine once said that the only time Labour felt like a party was during 
election campaigns. He was right, and it had very little to do with 
prospective MPs and everything to do with local activists prepared to 
give up their time to organise and canvass.
During that election campaign the TUC organised a march from Jarrow 
to London, in the footsteps of the famous Jarrow March of 1936. Called 
the People’s Campaign for Jobs, it was due to end in Hyde Park a few days 
prior to ballot day. I had never attended a march before but at 10 am I 
made my way to Central Milton Keynes to join a group of people for the 
trip to London.

Getting off in London, having kept myself to myself during the journey 
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and feeling very self-conscious because everybody else seemed to have a friend, I was 
amazed by the buzz on the Embankment. Who knew there were so many socialist 
newspapers? I bought a copy of all of them and wished I had taken a bigger bag for 
all the leaflets. I stayed close to the people from the coach even though nobody was 
actually speaking to me. Then, a young woman, I later found out was called Ben, 
was asking if anybody could help carry a union banner. I jumped at the chance and 
decided Ben could be my friend. In fact Ben worked in the local radical bookshop and 
did, indeed, become a friend.

The march was large and we made our way through 
London. At one point, I’m sure, the space shuttle 
flew overhead. In Hyde Park I listened intently to 
the speeches. I can’t remember a single word that 
Michael Foot said but remember a speaker named 
Vic Graves. Vic was introduced as a coordinator of 
the Milton Keynes Unemployed Workers Centre and 
I remember him saying, “I’m no longer unemployed 
but I remember how it felt to have no money to 
feed my family. We must make sure that another 
generation does not have to go through this.”

Following the election – we lost – I made my way to the Unemployed Workers’ Centre 
and soon after was introduced to a group of unemployed men who had been meeting 
regularly. One thing about being an activist is that you cannot really choose your 
battles. I was unemployed so I became involved in a campaign against unemployment. 
I was a socialist, though I didn’t realise it at the time, so I joined the Labour Party.

Being an unemployed activist gave me a sense of purpose. We formed our own union. 
We printed a leaflet – Don’t be unemployed, be actively unemployed. Four of us stood 
outside the unemployment benefit office and gave leaflets out to people inviting them 
to join us for 5p a week. By the end of the fortnight we had 400 members (and not 
a penny in subs!) we turned up for our regular Thursday meeting and the room was 
absolutely packed. Standing room only.

I realised something very early on. People can be very angry but have no idea how 
to channel it. In those days there was no social media so if you wanted to shout into 
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the void you had to find a remote place to do it or turn up to a Thursday afternoon 
meeting at the Unemployed Workers’ Centre. I determined that we would channel 
that anger into something more positive. We organised demos outside the social 
security offices, rallies in the town centre, lobbies of the local council. We got invites 
to union branches, to voluntary groups, to old people’s homes. In fact anywhere that 
was prepared to listen. We were incredibly active. Members came and went. We used 
to jokingly refer to anybody who got a job as “scabbing on the movement”, but it was 
always our hope that the need for us would be short-lived.

Sometimes people regard political 
activists as being ‘different’, 
‘strange’ or ‘unbalanced’ in some 
way. There are certainly people 
who might fit those descriptions, 
but I have met hundreds of 
grassroots activists over the 
years. The vast majority are just 
ordinary people who have either 
ended up on the wrong side 
of a line between respectable 
and unrespectable, or they are 
people who have discovered, in 
some way, that society does not 
play fair. They have also worked 
out that there is something 
deliberate about the everyday injustices that shape their lives. They decide, at some 
point, that enough is enough. Now is the time to make that phone call, join that 
organisation, turn up to that demo or rally. And, most importantly, to realise that 
nothing can change unless we change it together. 

After 40 years have I succeeded? No. Do I regret trying? Not for a moment. Political 
activism is not measured by your successes, but by how you react to your failures. 
And, even when you fail, it is measured by the small incremental changes to yourself, 
and the changes you manage to make to the lives of others. That is the reward, and 
anybody who gets involved with any other motivation is, frankly, missing the point 
entirely. Dave Middleton
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This week’s question was suggested by a regular contributor, 
Fiat Knox. Following Sir Keir Starmer’s decision that Jeremy 
Corbyn would never be allowed to stand as a Labour Candidate 

again, Fiat asked:
“Given the opportunity to remove Starmer from office and trigger an emergency 
Labour leadership election, what would you do to get Labour back to the levels of 
popularity of pre-2019, and stop this corruption and rot from ever harming the 
Labour Party ever again?”

Adam Colclough

Make membership mean something again.

If, and sadly it’s a big if, Keir Starmer could be removed from the leadership of 
the Labour Party how could the harm he has done be redressed?

My answer to that question is the same as it would have been if I were writing 
this article in 2010 when I resigned my membership. It is to make having a 
party card in your wallet mean something.

Back then under Gordon Brown members were a stage army fit to be marched 
out to deliver leaflets, but never to be trusted with deciding policy.

This is irrational because I’m not aware of anyone who joined a political party 
without wanting to have some say in its policies. Although many members do 
get institutionalised into thinking it is something beyond their capacities if they 
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stick around too long.

There is a wealth of lived experience amongst party members and the wider community 
that could, and should be used to inform Labour’s policies, sadly this is entirely ignored.

Instead members and potential voters are fed a nursery diet of promises the leadership 
can walk away from when it suits their interests.

The Labour Party was created to be the political voice of working people, it made an 
honest attempt to return to its original purpose under Jeremy Corbyn, Starmer has 
dragged it back to where it was under Blair.

Only by making being a member meaningful again can the corruption he has caused be 
reversed.

@EthicalRenewal

The first question I’d ask of anyone seeking to resurrect Labour is “Why?”

If Starmer goes, what’s left? The 200,000 members who abandoned Labour are unlikely 
to return to a political party which let them down so badly, so what would be the point 
of rebuilding such a broken organisation? The membership numbers are no longer there 
to support a truly Left alternative and Starmer’s successor would in all likelihood be just 
as bad.

An essential first step in overturning this closed shop of a political system is to transition 
to proportional representation. The Labour Conference voted for this last summer with 
the support of the unions.

Even if PR were in place, why would any socialist support a party whose internal 
machinery excludes progressive views and policies and whose MPs are almost as corrupt 
as the Tories. Take a look at David Lammy’s outside interests.

It would be far more effective to create a Left Alternative. If they polled anything above 
10% then, with the Green Party, they could potentially hold the balance of power. A 
Labour Party in power could then be forced to implement at least part of an alternative 
agenda.

If the first step is PR then Starmer or his successor needs to be pressurised into putting 
this into the manifesto. It may be that all that can be achieved initially is local or regional 
PR. There can be no argument against this as it has been successfully applied in Scotland, 
Wales and Northern Ireland. Scotland is an interesting example, where the Green Party 
holds the balance of power with just 7 members out of 129.
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Jo Buchanan

I wonder whether parliamentary democracy could ever again be the route to a socialist 
society. Is there mileage in trying to restore the Labour Party? I warm at the thought of 
the backstabbing Starmer and his cronies, those who betrayed Jeremy Corbyn and his 
principles and values, and in so doing betraying our country, simply dematerialising. 
I relish the thought of all Starmer’s nonsensical rules and abhorrent pettiness being 
swept aside, a completely new structure established with the freedom of speech and 
choice.

Then there are policies. With amendments, the 2019 manifesto holds up well. We need 
to take an unequivocal stand against war and to establish alliances with groups such as 
Stop the War Coalition and CND. Others, for instance Just Stop Oil and Extinction 
Rebellion, we should support and work with to develop policies to protect the planet. 
We need a total rethink on housing, the economy, taxation, defence, foreign policy, 
our punitive immigration laws and a commitment to repeal odious Tory legislation.

Will a newly born democratic Labour Party need leadership? We do tend to look to 
leaders for inspiration. There are left wingers, some union leaders, who are possibilities. 
The Socialist Campaign Group is disappointing, and only Diane Abbott has protested 
boldly about the treatment of Jeremy Corbyn. In the Morning Star she accuses Starmer 
of failing to attack the Tories, but instead attacking the Labour left, purging the party 
of voices that query his direction. But the exact choice of leader is, I think, a question 
for another day.

Fiat Knox

After Such Hubris

In this post, I am going to talk about parasites.

Nature and biology are practical. The TV series, ‘The Last Of Us’ describes a fungus 
which infects humans and alters their behaviour. Parasites invade their hosts, take over 
their nervous systems, and go about safe inside the protective shell of the host.

Labour’s 172 traitors are a Cordyceps, hoping to reach Number 10 hidden inside the 
host body of a dead political party. They are hoping that the public will be fooled by 
the external appearance enough to think that the Labour they are voting for still has 
their interests at heart.

Labour needs a shake-up to break apart the conspiracy long enough to rush through 
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Mandatory Reselection – the only policy with any chance of getting rid of all of them, 
starting with Starmer.

The NEC needs to be replaced, and their replacements must once again listen to the 
people, not the Labour leadership. Local members must once again be allowed to put 
forward their own candidates.

All the external hangers on need to be severed. The influencers of Labour have no right 
to the power they hold. Labour’s power must be vested in the hands of the people.

Lastly, the media must be held to account. That much goes without saying. Smash the 
media; smash the spell.

Labour is not dead. It needs to get rid of its parasites, but it’s not too late.

Finally, a bonus Edge Note from the previous issue. Why Susie Granic would choose 
exile in Cuba. I forgot to include it because it was sent to my personal email account. 
In future, please send all comments and contributions for Notes From The Edge 
to mike.stanton@creatingsocialism.org

I would choose to go to Cuba because I would want to be in a country and culture 
where revolution is seen as not just something possible but as something accomplished.

I’m well aware Cuba has its problems, but I so admire its people. The sanctions have 
been imposed for about sixty years yet still they receive good and free healthcare; and 
as they have the highest literacy rate in the world (I think) their education system is 
not to be sneezed at. They also have the highest doctor to patient ratio in the world 
and are constantly sending their doctors to help in other countries.

There are many things I like about Cuba, not least their culture. Everything about it: 
food, music, beautiful architecture, and of course the language. As I speak Spanish 
(not brilliantly but certainly well enough) it hopefully wouldn’t be too difficult for me 
to integrate.

So please, force me into exile!

The next issue of the Sunday Socialist on March 19th is the twentieth anniversary of 
the start of the Blair/Bush Invasion of Iraq, without United Nations support and in 
defiance of world opinion. Now Biden and Sunak are leading the rush to war against 
Russia and talking up the threat from China, the Edge Note question is, “What are 
the practical steps that socialists can take to bring us back from the brink?”

mike.stanton@creatingsocialism.org
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From a pilot scheme of 61 companies, 56 have extended the four-
day week to be a permanent change. The scheme which saw workers 
paid 100% for working 80% of their hours was piloted with 
2,900 employees. The results saw both business performance and 
productivity maintained, stress and burnout significantly reduced, 
anxiety, fatigue and sleep issues decreased whilst mental and physical 
health improved, sick days reduced by 65%. A 4-day week was part 
of the 2019 Labour Manifesto, but in February 2020 when Rachel 
Reeves became Shadow Chancellor she described it as “utopian and 
unrealistic” and added “workers want a guarantee of more hours and 
a higher wage, not a cap on work.” In July last year Starmer launched 
Labour’s new deal for working people reminding us, “My mum was 
a nurse, and my dad was a toolmaker.”

NHS PATIENTS WIN ‘DAVID & GOLIATH’ BATTLE

When Lancashire and South Cumbria Integrated Care Board 
(ICB) awarded SSP Health, the largest provider of primary care 
GP services in the North West of England, a £12 million contract 
to run the Withnell Health Centre in rural Lancashire, it never 
bothered to consult the public. But it was forced to backtrack after 
a grassroots campaign. The ICB has now given Dr Ann Robinson, 
Withnell’s sole partner who has worked at the centre for 10 years, an 
18-month contract during which time a new procurement process 
on the centre’s future will be set up.  Ominously, SSP are threatening 
legal action against individual campaigners “who have made false 
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or defamatory statements towards us through the due legal process.” So, it is 
only round one to campaign group, Save Withnell Health Centre, led by local 
councillor Margaret France, who worked as a GP at the centre for 30 years. The 
fight goes on against the corporate takeover of the NHS.

UK ABDICATES RESPONSIBILITY FOR SHAMIMA BEGUM

On 22nd February Shamima Begum lost her appeal against the removal of her 
British citizenship. The ruling was given by the Special Immigration Appeals 
Commission that the decision was one to be taken by the Home Secretary. It 
was acknowledged that there was “credible suspicion“ that this young woman 
was trafficked for sexual exploitation, having been groomed online. She was 
only 15 in 2015 when she travelled with two school friends from East London 
to Syria. She married an ISIL member and had three children who all died 
young.

Shamima Begum was discovered in 2019 in a refugee camp in north-east Syria. 
Sajid Javid, Home Secretary at the time, immediately stripped her of her British 
citizenship, although she was born here and had lived in the UK all her life until 
2015.

Despite upholding the Government’s decision, Mr Justice Hay, who wrote 
the judgement, commented, “Reasonable people will profoundly disagree 
with the Secretary of State”. Some senior Conservatives have condemned the 
Government’s decision, although Sir Keir Starmer has endorsed it.

LABOUR BANS HUMAN RIGHTS GROUPS

According to Skwawkbox the Labour Party has sent an email to all Constituency 
Labour Parties reminding them of their responsibilities in regard to affiliations. 
A list of groups: Palestine Solidarity Campaign, Labour Campaign for Nuclear 
Disarmament, Stop the War Coalition, Republic, London Irish Abortion Rights 
Campaign, Jewish Voice for Labour, Somalis for Labour, Sikhs for Labour, All 
African Group, Health Campaigns Together, The Campaign against Climate 
Change Trades Union, Peace and Justice Project are now effectively proscribed. 
Meanwhile, a group whose web page declares: “We exist to see God’s spirit 
bringing peace and prosperity to the UK,” Christians On The Left, is not only 
welcome, but local CLPs have no option but to allow them to affiliate to them 
if they so wish.
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8.3 MILLION PEOPLE IN THE 
HORN OF AFRICA WILL NEED 
HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE 
THIS YEAR

Somalia is experiencing its longest 
drought on record. About 1.3 million 
people have been internally displaced 
in Somalia as a result. An estimated 
80% of these are women and children. 
Serious food insecurity is affecting 
about 23 million people in Somalia, 
Ethiopia and Kenya. That number is 
the equivalent to approximately one 
third of the population of the UK, yet 
it has been poorly reported in the West. Very many people in the Horn of Africa are 
pastoralists or farmers and 11 million livestock have died as a result of the drought. 
The drought is also affecting Uganda and there are unusually dry conditions in 
Burundi, Tanzania, Rwanda and the western parts of Southern Sudan. Other 
humanitarian problems are exacerbating the situation, the impact of Covid-19, the 
growing numbers of displaced people and pre-existing food shortages. The war in 
Ukraine has also affected charities working in the area as their funds have been 
affected by European donors choosing to donate to the victims of a war in Europe, 
a war which could have been brought to an end months ago if Western politicians 
had responded differently to opportunities to reach a peaceful settlement.

WHO RAISES ALARM ON PREGNANCY RISKS 

The UN health agency says that one woman dies every two minutes during pregnancy 
or childbirth mostly from treatable conditions. The report  Trends in Maternal 
Mortality 2000 to 2020 says too few countries in the world, including America and 
Europe have managed to substantially reduce maternal death rates since 2016.

However, the study found that almost 95% of all maternal deaths occurred in low 
and lower middle-income countries in 2020.
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LET’S KEEP POLITICS IN SPORT. BOHEMIAN FC, IN A SHOW OF 
SOLIDARITY, DEMONSTRATES HOW THE SPORTING WORLD 
CAN MAKE AN IMPACT

The 132-year old Irish football club, Bohemian FC, has a new football kit which 
is designed to raise awareness of the human rights violated by Israel in Palestine. 
The Palestinian colours appear across the front and back and a dove icon also 
features on the shirt. The kit will also raise funds for the children in the densely 
populated Tulkarm refugee camp in the occupied West Bank. 10% of the profits 
are earmarked for the Palestine Sports for Life project in the camp. A spokesperson 
for the club stated that they were working on “empowering girls, especially in 
marginalised areas, in their right to play football and to develop their life skills.”

Ireland has a long record of support for the Palestinians, and leaders from across 
the political spectrum have criticised Israel.

There is nothing new about solidarity for Palestine in the world of football. Celtic 
has also supported the Palestinians for a over a decade. Fans sing songs and fly 
Palestinian flags at every home match. In the Qatar World Cup last year, there 
was support for Palestine from a number of Muslim football players and fans 
from all over the world.
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TRADE UNION CAMPAIGNS

Compiled by Teodora Hanson

Northern Ireland

Ambulance staff in Northern Ireland staged a walkout on 21st 
February as part of industrial action by 4,000 health and social 
care worker members of Unite, alongside thousands of other NHS 
workers and teachers holding a half-day stoppage.

Wales

Teaching staff are taking strike action alongside their colleagues 
in England as are ambulance workers in Unite. After 1500 GMB 
members and 1000 Unite members took strike action the GMB 
suspended action after an offer by the Welsh Government. Even 
when two-thirds of its members and 92 percent of Unite members 
voted to reject the paltry offer GMB official, Nathan Holman still, 
“thanked the Welsh government for actually entering talks”.

Education

Members of the National Education Union (NEU) have voted 
overwhelmingly to take strike action for a fully funded, above-
inflation pay rise, announcing that, “Our ballot of teacher, support 
staff and leader members in 23,400 schools throughout England 
and Wales is the largest vote for strike action achieved by any union 
ever in the UK. We are the biggest union to achieve this mandate, 
and it’s built on members’ anger that they cannot do the job they 
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want to do for their pupils.”

After a week of rolling action throughout the regions of England and Wales 
there will be two days of strike action by all members on 15th, 16th March.

UCU University staff

UCU expected to enter into intensive negotiations with ACAS and their 
employers to resolve the dispute, which is why they took a break in the industrial 
action. Notwithstanding these negotiations, the employers chose to issue a 
final pay offer and announced that universities can begin implementation 
even though it has not yet been agreed with the unions. This is why is why 
the UCU have called for an extra day of industrial action on 15th March in 
addition to five days of strikes that have already been called for March.

Civil Service

Prospect members, tens of thousands of specialist, technical, professional, 
managerial and scientific staff in the Civil Service, have voted overwhelmingly 
in favour of industrial action. They are fighting over pay, threats of job losses, 
and proposed cuts to redundancy terms. Strike action will take place on 15 
March.

80% of members overall voted in favour of strike action, while 92% voted in 
favour of action short of a strike. The overall turnout was 72%, well over the 
legal threshold of 50%. Action short of a strike, which will include working 
to contracted hours and overtime bans, will commence from Thursday 16 
March. This is the largest industrial action Prospect has taken in more than a 
decade and every single area balloted cleared the 50% legal threshold.

Postal Workers

After calling off the two-day strike by postal workers planned for 16 and 17 
February due to a legal challenge by Royal Mail, the CWU union secures a 
fresh strike mandate from its members.
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The CWU announced at an event in Manchester that 95.9% of its members 
had voted in favour of renewed strikes on a 77% turnout, though it stopped 
short of announcing new dates immediately.

NHS Strikes

The complexity of the NHS pay dispute, which is reflected in the many 
unions involved, has led the government to attempts at divide and rule. 
Hence the mass walkout on 6th February was weakened when RCN paused 
their action after the Prime Minister agreed to negotiate with them on NHS 
pay.

Ambulance workers in the GMB went ahead with a 24-hour stoppage by 
10,000 members at seven out of 10 ambulance trusts in England and 1,500 
members in Wales. Unite members were out in the North East and East 
Midlands, with a strike in Wales by around 1,000 members continuing 
through to Wednesday as part of a three-day stoppage and a one day walkout 
in the North West on the same day.

A week later the talks had failed, and the RCN reinstated strike action at 
over 100 services from March 1, which for the first time would involve 48-
hour continuous action. 

Meanwhile the Government is sabotaging the strikes by threatening 
“minimum service levels” that would severely curtail workers’ democratic 
rights and undermine the ability of health workers to take any effective 
industrial action. The government is deploying Army personnel once more 
to drive ambulances, not to save lives but to justify state intervention against 
striking key workers.

Royal College of Paediatrics and Child Health

Members of Unite employed by the Royal College of Paediatrics and Child 
Health (RCPCH) are preparing for strike action in a dispute over “pitiful 
pay.” The College’s work includes raising awareness of the impact of low 
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incomes on health outcomes but bosses have imposed a 2.5 per cent pay 
increase on its own staff which is a significant real terms pay cut.

The bosses tried to bypass the unions by imposing the offer after presenting 
it to an internal employees forum. These anti-trade union tactics by the 
Royal College during pay talks have also forced Unite to lodge a claim at an 
employment tribunal for what the union believes is unlawful behaviour.

Junior Doctors

Junior doctors in England will strike for three days from 13th March, after 
the government failed to meaningfully engage with them on pay. Instead 
they offered two percent, even less than the offer rejected by other health 
workers. Little wonder that only two percent of BMA members voted against 
strike action and, for the first time in history, junior doctors belonging to 
the  Hospital Consultants and Specialists Association  will be striking on 
March 15th in unison with the BMA.

 Accreditation Roger Blackwell from Norwich, UK Wikimedia Commons
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Cost of Living: Equality for 
all women

Dave Middleton
In March 1908, 15,000 women marched through New York City 
demanding shorter hours, better pay and voting rights. Although often 
seen as a day created by feminists, it was a socialist, Clara Zetkin, who 
first proposed an International Women’s Day in 1910 at an International 
Conference of Working Women held in Copenhagen. 

The conference was attended by over 100 women from 17 countries 
who represented socialist parties, trade unions and working women’s 
clubs. Also present were three women who had been elected to the 
Finnish Parliament.

Debate at the conference was dominated by the demand for women’s 
suffrage and included a discussion amongst the British delegates as to 
whether women should press for full equality or a limited suffrage. 
Most delegates were not interested in anything less than full equality.

https://www.internationalwomensday.com/Activity/15586/The-history-of-IWD
https://cosmonaut.blog/2021/03/08/the-congress-that-established-international-womens-day-1910/
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It is over 100 years since the first International Women’s Day, and whilst the 
marches have continued they have lost their socialist flavour. This, in turn, 
means that the demands to end women’s poverty have often been pushed to 
the side, remaining just a slogan with no strategy for implementation.

It is not only western feminists and socialists who have been sidetracked by 
other issues, Olivier De Schutter is the UN Special Rapporteur on Extreme 
Poverty and Human Rights appointed for 3 years in May 2020. He pointed 
out at the time: “My role is to alert governments on which issues to avoid, 
but also to identify emerging practices and solutions, including those 
stemming from the inventiveness of people living in poverty or from the 
organisations representing them.”

He has not been very successful. According to the latest UN figures there 
are currently 388 million women and girls living in extreme poverty. We 
have a tendency to be UK-centric or, at best, Euro-centric. But it might give 
us pause to think when we note that 244 million of those women and girls, 
some 63% of the total, live in Sub-Saharan Africa. This means over half of 
the women and girls in Sub-Saharan Africa are living in extreme poverty.

This figure has an impact beyond the individuals affected. Sub-Saharan 
Africa contains nine of the top ten countries for emigration, according 
to World101. As their website states: “A large number of people have been 
displaced by violent conflict, such as the ongoing civil war in South Sudan. 
Many are  economic migrants  looking for better opportunities and who 
often head from landlocked countries to more prosperous coastal countries.”

Wherever there is war or poverty it is without question women or girls who 
suffer most. This does not mean men and boys do not suffer as well.

Economic inequality is at the heart of the problem of capitalism. But whilst 
women and men may both suffer the consequences of our economic system, 
it is women who suffer disproportionately. We need to be clear though. Not 

https://data.unwomen.org/features/poverty-deepens-women-and-girls-according-latest-projections
https://world101.cfr.org/rotw/africa/people-and-society#a-region-on-the-move
https://world101.cfr.org/cfr_glossary/455
https://world101.cfr.org/cfr_glossary/352
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all women suffer equally. There is a class dimension to this. Some women are 
incredibly rich, most are not. But even women on moderate incomes are not 
suffering the consequences of poverty in the way that others are. Which is not 
to say that everything in their garden is rosy.

Women’s inequality is rooted in their biology in as much as historically it was 
the inability to control their reproduction which meant women not only had 
responsibility for bringing up children but had a lot of them to care for. Access 
to contraception and family planning is identified by the United Nations as 
absolutely essential to improving the position of women.

In high income countries the chances that a 15 year old woman will 
eventually die from a maternal cause is 1:5400. In low income countries that 
rises to 1:45. That is an appalling number. It is easily rectified but involves a 
combination of factors. These include religion, culture and misinformation. 
Of these three misinformation should be the easiest to dispel but, since much 
of the misinformation comes from authority figures, including religious ones, 
it is not as easy as it sounds.

Currently  abortion is completely illegal  in 24 countries (these include El 
Salvador, Palestine, Senegal and Malta). However, in many more countries 
including the USA, it is now severely restricted. In 37 countries, including 
Brazil, Libya, Mexico and Nigeria abortion is illegal unless performed to save 
the mother’s life. 

Perhaps you wonder why access to contraception or abortion is anything to 
do with the cost of living? According to the World Health Organisation, 73 
million abortions take place each year. Nearly half (45%) of all abortions are 
regarded as unsafe. Most of those are in developing nations. One-third of 
them are carried out by people with no formal training. Deaths associated with 
unsafe abortions are estimated at 220 per 100 000 unsafe abortions in so-called 
‘developing nations’ compared to 30 per 100k in ‘developed nations’.

The way we treat women and girls is a massive indicator of how advanced society 

https://www.who.int/europe/news-room/fact-sheets/item/maternal-mortality
https://worldpopulationreview.com/country-rankings/countries-where-abortion-is-illegal
https://www.who.int/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/abortion
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can be considered. That lack of contraception, coupled with lack of abortion 
rights, is used as a means to keep women in their place is an outrage. It serves no 
useful function for capitalism and actually takes women out of the workforce. 
But it is difficult to get past the prejudice and discriminatory attitudes which 
have come to accompany late stage capitalism (if, indeed, it can be considered 
late stage). It is obvious that, if younger women are permanently pregnant and 
expected to carry the burden of childcare, they are not free to pursue the jobs 
they might otherwise choose.   The Office for National Statistics  (ONS) has 
found that women do 60% more unpaid labour than men. Whilst men did an 
average of 16 hours housework and childcare, women did 26 hours, according 
to an analysis of the 2021 Census. This is work that has to be done and, if 
women are doing that much more, it leaves men free to pursue careers, leisure 
and other activities. If this is the case in a, relatively, liberal country such as 
the UK, then imagine what those figures would be in some African or Asian 
societies where there is not even the illusion of equality.

Karl Maria Stadler (1888 – nach 
1943), Public domain, via Wikimedia 
Commonsa

On International Women’s Day we 
remind ourselves that the international 
dimension of equality means that we 
must see equality as a road on which we 
are travelling. The road is bumpy and full 
of hazards. Those in the lead can clear 
the bumps and hazards for those coming 
up behind, but only by acknowledging 
their existence. The alternative is to 
leave the bumps and hazards and simply 

go round them. As socialists we want global equality, but sometimes settle for 
fighting for equality in our own backyard. It is easy to forget in the dust that gets 
churned up on the equality road, that we are not all at the same point on the 
journey. 

At times we might have to pause and go back to give those behind us a helping 
hand. Which is not to say we don’t continue our own journey.

https://www.ons.gov.uk/employmentandlabourmarket/peopleinwork/earningsandworkinghours/articles/womenshouldertheresponsibilityofunpaidwork/2016-11-10
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FEEDBACK FEEDBACK 
Edited by Mike Stanton

Lynne Edwards interview with Alex May of the Breakthrough Party continues to 
attract your comments, alongside Starmer’s treachery, Irish unity, women’s liberation 
and even the impact of speed restrictions on Labour’s electoral fortunes in Wales. 
But we start with your reactions to Ann Marcial’s tribute to Pink Floyd album, 
Dark side of the Moon. This article was written before the news that Roger Waters’ 
gig in Frankfurt had been cancelled because of his alleged antisemitism. Roger is a 
prominent supporter of the Palestinian cause and a fierce critic of the Israeli regime.

Martin Williams (Dark Side of the Moon at 50)

An excellent article on Pink Floyd’s “Dark Side Of the Moon” and Roger Waters. 
Also Ann’s personal story which has helped to inspire and shape her life and us all in 
some way which continues even today. Invigorating it is a great album.

Carol Mills (Dark Side of the Moon at 50)

Thank you Ann. Wasn’t aware of some of this news…..Yes. As a social worker we had 
some students assigned to the team. They meet up to play music and jam together. 
They assigned each team member a signature theme song. Mine was Pink Floyd’s 
‘Another Brick in the Wall’. Terry, our manager got Gary Glitter’s ‘Do you Wanna Be 
in My Gang’. Mine’s stood the test of time.

Nick Weaver (Alex May interview)

Groups and parties like this with young men and women driven and striving to push 
through an honest socialism give me hope for the future, and that’s from a 71 year-
old white male. Stay strong and true and you can succeed.

Maggie Gothard (Alex May interview)

My sentiments exactly. And good to hear that you focus on political education.

Maggie Gothard (Edge Notes)

Loved the Tarot reading. And yes it is the Tories who must be exiled.
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A great little compact read for a Sunday, broken down into bite-sized chunks.

Will be reading again, thanks.

Morris @w2959994 (Starmer Will Not fight The Tories)

And there you go. The insidious power of Murdoch raises its reptilian head once 
again. I remember Blair courting News International in 96. Labour should be forced 
to change their name. They are not for the working man, the nurse, or the plumber. 
They’re for bankers.

Dave Berry (Ireland on the Brink)

Many of us have campaigned for a United Ireland for many years and would not be 
sorry to see it happen. On the EU deal the country voted to leave the neoliberal EU, 
and the Ireland situation is used by those wishing to flaunt this decision.

It is disappointing to hear a socialist site extolling the benefits of neoliberal trade 
designed to degrade both the value of labour and the power of the working class. The 
EU has many borders where trade seems to happen without any problems, and this 
situation is being used by EU nations to also thwart the decision of the people. This 
was done with the referendums in Ireland, France and Denmark where voters were 
told to vote again. The EU appears to be Hotel California, once checked in there is no 
checking out.

Jeanne James (Ireland on the Brink)

Critical Mass offers a clear and succinct clarification of the mess that the UK government 
has made of The NI Peace Agreement.  As a child I was aware that the easy solution to 
the Troubles was to let Ireland be Ireland, without the UK government trying to chain 
it to the mainland.  And I now agree with Critical Mass. Let Ireland be the Republic it 
always should have been, as Mo Mowlem and Jeremy Corbyn probably thought too, 
as they brokered The Peace Agreement.

Lyndsey Baker (Ireland on the Brink)

Dear Comrades,   I totally agree with your analysis and the answer to the protocol 
issue. My family are from Cork City in Eire so Irish reunification is very close to my 
heart.  Also, it is refreshing to see an article which uses the phrase ‘the Six Counties’. 

And thanks to Theresa who said Ireland on the Brink was, “A great article.”
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Linda Ferguson (Women Still fighting After All These Years)

Great article highlighting the systemic oppression of women because of their sex but 
there appears to be a section missing between pages 2 and 3.

Understandably, perhaps because of its enormity, the issue of violence, and often sexual 
violence towards women is not tackled. The increased consumption of pornography 
and sanitization of prostitution as sex work avoids the usual unpleasant reality in these 
industries of sex trafficking of mainly women and girls by men for consumption by 
men.

Equality between the sexes is a long way off.

Jeanne (STARMER SAYS WAR, WAR, NOT JAW, JAW)

A lone voice indeed; Jeremy Corbyn has always advocated peace and it’s a terrible 
shame on Starmer that he and Tories have made his a lone voice.  Disgusting too is the 
silencing of the ‘Stop the War Coalition’, whom I’ve contributed to.  I wish with all 
my heart that peace is eventually come to, but who is talking about this in the UK?  I 
hope that YOUR voice can be more vocal than MSM.  Thank you.

Nicholas Fisher (Welsh Labour Face Backlash Over Safety Plans)

Whilst like most I find it difficult to keep to 20mph (they need to make cars less 
powerful as it is quite taxing keeping your foot up when driving) I fully support the 
move, although I agree more consultation and information given would have been 
good. A few years ago I attended a ‘speed awareness course’ having broken the 30mph 
limit by 2mph. On that, we were informed that the statistics showed that the chance 
of death was reduced substantially when the limit was reduced to 20mph. Also, that 
the change was in the pipeline at any rate. As, you intimate, I think in 10 years’ time 
it will be accepted and the controversy forgotten. I just hope that it doesn’t result in 
our Welsh (fairly socialist)Labour Government being voted out.
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CULTURE

Once upon a time there was a very old Emperor of the faraway 
land  of ancient China.   The Emperor had many wives but 
was not blessed with any children, only a garden of the most 

beautiful trees, plants and flowers.
One afternoon the Emperor and his most beloved wife walked in their lovely 
garden to look at the Cherry blossom trees which were in full bloom.  “To whom 
shall I leave this land?” the Emperor asked his favourite wife.  The Empress told 
her husband that they should ponder the problem over a cup of tea after their 
stroll.  She was very wise and already had an idea.

The next day, the Emperor made a proclamation.  It was announced that every 
young person in the land should come to the palace on the day following the 
very next full moon, between short shadow and long shadow (early afternoon to 
evening) as he, the mighty Emperor, was going to choose an heir to inherit the 

(Based on a Chinese folk tale). 

Mel Cakey
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land and become the new Emperor after he had gone.

The day after the full moon arrived, and about 500 young people under the age of 
majority arrived at the palace.  They were all shown to the Emperor’s garden and 
asked to form a queue to the hut at the end of the longest, flower-lined path.  Soon, 
the Emperor opened the door and to each young person, he gave one single seed 
and told them to plant it and come back in ten full moon’s time to show him what 
plant they had grown, and then he would choose the one young person who would 
rule the land when he had gone.

One of these young people was a young girl named Yinghua.  She was overwhelmed 
by the beauty of the garden and loved to see all the different flowers and plants 
and cherry blossom trees.   When it  was her turn, she  bowed to the Emperor, 
then carefully wrapped her seed in a leaf to keep it safe and held it tightly in her 
hand.  “Mm goi,” said Yinghua, which means “Thank you”.

Eventually every young person who had arrived at the palace had received a seed, 
and the old Emperor retired to drink tea with his most beloved wife.

Yinghua  hurried home, clutching her leaf-wrapped seed and filled with 
excitement.  When she arrived back at her house, she wasted no time in finding a 
small pot for her seed.  Then she found her little trowel and scooped out some dirt 
from the plant pot on her porch where her Mother 
was growing a small bush to fill her seed pot.  She 
made a tiny hole with her finger, unwrapped her 
seed and dropped it in the hole.  Yinghua then 
covered the seed with some more dirt and went 
to a nearby puddle to collect water to lovingly 
moisten the dirt.  Finally, she took the seed pot 
to the kitchen where she placed it on the sunny 
windowsill.  Then Yinghua’s mother came back 
home and  Yinghua  eagerly told her what had 
happened at the palace and how she had seen the 
beautiful garden and had just planted the seed 
that she had been given by the Emperor himself.

Every day,  Yinghua  talked to her little seed pot and encouraged the seed to 
sprout.  But several days later it had still not sprouted.  
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Days and days later and there was no still no sign of her seed sprouting.

Many more days passed by and still there was no tiny sprout in Yinghua’s little seed 
pot.  She spoke to the seed and told her how beautiful it will be when it grows and 
how much she loved it but still her seed did not sprout.

Many more days passed and, no matter how encouragingly she spoke to the seed, 
it did not grow.   Yinghua’s  friends  talked  about how their seeds were showing 
themselves above the surface of the dirt.  Some had two tiny green leaves and some 
already had four tiny green leaves.  Yinghua did not understand why her seed was 
still not growing but she kept watering it every other day and still told the seed that 
she loved it and would take great care of it when it grew into the lovely plant she 
knew it would be.

As time passed,  Yinghua’s  friends told her they had put their little plants into 
bigger pots as they had already outgrown their f i r s t 
one.   Yinghua  could not help feeling a bit 
disappointed that her seed still had not sprouted 
but she carried on watering it and speaking 
words of encouragement to it every single 
day.   Yinghua’s  mother suggested that 
perhaps her seed was slow because it was shy 
and that Yinghua should carry on tending it 
as best she could and it would surely sprout 
soon.

Before long,  Yinghua’s  friends were telling her that 
their plants and trees were starting to flower.  They counted the blooms and each 
bragged to each other how lovely they were, but Yinghua’s seed still did not sprout.

Yinghua cried to her mother that her seed had still not grown and how could she 
take her pitiful empty pot to the Emperor but her mother insisted that honesty was 
the best policy and she must go as the Emperor was expecting her and it would be 
very impolite to not show up.  

Before she knew it, ten full moons had occurred and Yinghua and her friends and 
all the other young people from the land arrived back at the palace to show the 
Emperor their plants and trees.   Some of the young people who queued to see 
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the Emperor looked sympathetically at Yinghua’s empty pot and patted her head 
saying “tai yihan le” which means, “What a shame”. A few of them openly pointed 
and  laughed at her with her  empty pot.    Yinghua  kept looking  down  at the 
grass and did not speak.

Then it was her turn to present her pot to the Emperor.  Yinghua in her shame, 
bowed lower than she had bowed before.  The Emperor looked kindly at her after 
looking into her empty pot and said the same to her as he had said to all the other 
young people, “hou jeng” which means, very good.

After the Emperor had seen all the five  hundred  young people and inspected 
all their plants and trees and brightly coloured blooms, he spoke.  “You have all 
shown me your plants and they are almost all happy and healthy and beautiful and 
flourishing.” (Except for mine, thought Yinghua)  The Emperor continued, “I am 
very impressed with the gardening skills of the young people of this land.  Now 
I have seen your efforts, I can confidently choose my heir.”  The Emperor looked 
out at the expectant faces before him.  “One of you has done especially well with 
their seed and that young person holds in their hands the key to this land and will 
become the future Emperor.”

The young people started whispering amongst themselves about how great their 
gardening skills were and whose plant was bigger or looked more lush or had more 
blooms.  Yinghua looked sadly down 
into her pot of dirt that was devoid 
of greenery and wished that she had 
done better with her precious seed.

The Emperor bade one of his 
servants,  in a whispered command, 
to go into the crowd of young 
people and fetch one of them to 
him.    Each  of  the young people 
remained silent and waited to be 
picked.  Yinghua kept looking down 
into her empty pot and wished she 
could go home.   Moments later, the Emperor’s servant patted her shoulder then 
took her by the hand to stand before the Emperor.  Yinghua thought she would be 
punished for having the audacity to bring to the Emperor her empty pot and was 
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frightened.  She stood head bowed before the Emperor and awaited her fate.

“Ten moons ago when the cherry trees were in bloom,” began the Emperor, “I gave to 
each of you one single seed.  I asked you to grow that seed and bring to me the resulting 
plant.  But the seeds I gave to you were boiled seeds that would not have grown.  You 
have ALL substituted the seeds I gave you for other seeds and that is why you ALL 
stand before me today with beautiful and verdant plants,  trees and shrubs.”  There 
was the sound of almost five hundred young people inhaling sharply then a deafening 
hush descended.   “All of you,” 
the Emperor said, “except for this 
girl,  Yinghua.    Her name means 
‘cherry blossom’ so it is very apt 
that she is chosen to be my heir.”  

Yinghua’s  eyes opened widely and 
she dared to raise her head to look 
at the Emperor.   The Emperor 
looked at her kindly and drew her 
to stand in front of him,  facing 
the crowd  before  Yinghua  even 
had time to blink.   “This child is 
the only one of you all with  the 
honesty,  courage  and  integrity  to rule  the  land as your  future Emperor, and I 
name Yinghua my heir and successor.”

Yinghua and her mother were brought to live at the palace and, in time, Yinghua became 
the most beloved Emperor of China and ruled over the people with honesty and courage 
for many, many years.

The End.
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CAMPAIGNS

Extinction Rebellion Tyneside First Sunday of the Month
Meetings take place at the Star and Shadow Cinema, Newcastle upon 
Tyne, starting at 12 noon. Next meetings 2nd April.

March 11th 12 noon to 5pm. Assemble at midday, Tottenham Court Road, 
London NW1 3AA. This is the Euston end, opposite Warren Street tube. 
Then march to Westminster for a rally.

Just Stop Oil Ipswich Meeting 
23rd March

Save Our NHS London Saturday 11th March
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CAMPAIGNS

Against Austerity Monday 13th March online. Tickets

Against Austerity Monday 13th March online

Resist Racism Cardiff, Glasgow, London 18th March

https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/investment-not-cuts-the-peoplesbudget-we-need-tickets-518856462647?
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MIKE STANTON’S

LEFT OVERS

Look what they done to my song ma. 
Look what they done to my song. 

Well it’s the only thing I could do half right 
And it’s turning out all wrong ma. 
Look what they done to my song.

Lyrics by Melanie

A long time ago at an autism conference I learned of a talented 
autistic artist whose paintings sold for serious money. But she 
derived more satisfaction from a  job in the post room of a 

company, sorting the mail. Her artistic talent was a gift. She did not 
have to work at it. In contrast, her day job represented a real personal 
achievement. It meant she no longer felt excluded from society and, 
while it earned her less money than her art, it gave her a greater sense of 
worth.
I kind of get her meaning. If you feel excluded for who you are, having a special 
talent or super power (thinking about X-Men here, not forgetting the X-Women!) 
might make you feel even more excluded. So the day job becomes that much more 
important.

For most of us the day job is all we’ve got. We may have other talents but, unless 
we are mega-talented or mega-lucky, it is hard to make a living from them and the 
daily grind means we never get the chance to fully develop them.

Some of us will be aspiring singers, musicians, writers and artists. All of us know 
people like that who are every bit as talented as the ones who make it, if not more 
so. I am a better public speaker than Boris Johnson, but no-one has ever offered me 
a £2 million advance for a speaking tour in America. Though I did once get paid 
£200 for giving a lecture in Wolverhampton.

It is not just about finding your skill and making money out of it. The day job is 
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just as important. I think of care workers, for example, who could get more money 
working in a supermarket but do their job because they love it and have a real talent 
for caring. Of course capitalism exploits their goodwill by paying them miserable 
wages and increasing their workload until they can no longer do the job properly. 
Like Melanie we all have our own ‘song’ and capitalism twists it and spoils it for us.

And it is such a waste. This goes beyond the everyday waste of resources by 
capitalism, whether it is all the stuff that finishes up in landfill or the waste from 
arms production. This is the waste of human potential for self-fulfilment.

I remember reading about the couple in Germany who developed an RNA vaccine 
against Covid. They were the children of Turkish refugees. By chance their parents 
made it to Germany. They did not die in the Mediterranean. They weren’t deported. 
They were able to settle and raise their families and their children helped to save the 
world from a pandemic.

Refugees are only the tip of the iceberg. There are millions, if not billions, of people 
around the world whose life chances and potential contribution to the sum of 
human happiness are blighted by war, disease and poverty. Tens of thousands have 
just needlessly died in the earthquake in Turkey and Syria. Many would have lived 
if their governments had not been too busy waging war on their own people to 
enforce earthquake safety building regulations.

Many years ago I was in a room with a young construction worker. We were trying 
to persuade another young man to commit to joining us in the Socialist Workers 
Party. He shared our views but declared that he was devoted to his art and that 
would always have to come before politics. My young friend, with controlled 
incandescence, answered him something like this.

“I could have artistic talent. I don’t know because 
I have to work to pay the mortgage and feed my 
family. It leaves no time for self-discovery. But 
I am prepared to risk it all, my job, my family’s 
security, in the struggle for a socialist society 
where we can all discover our talents and make 
the most of them.”
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Big Boys Don’t Cry 

Marilyn Tyzack

That overused phrase “what comes around, goes around,” popped 
into my head again this week.
I watched a group of young boys, (and they were all boys) at a local holiday park, 

running and shooting each other with very authentic looking weapons. This was an 
organised activity.

One little  boy, who couldn’t have been older than six was sitting on the ground 
sobbing, but no one came to his assistance. The adult supervisors were too immersed 
in the killing game.

I compared this with my experience of attending a play at a local primary school last 
Christmas.  Instead of the usual nativity, the school had decided to put on a play 
about Shakespeare. The focus was on how girls/women were not allowed to act in 
these plays until 1660. One scene focused on rooting out any girls who had managed 
to slip into the play unnoticed. They did this by dangling two pairs of pink, sparkly 
stiletto shoes under the noses of the cast. The “real” girls ran out screaming with 
delight, while the boys looked on with disdain. The boys responded by flexing their 
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muscles.

I couldn’t help but wonder whether there 
had been any progress since the 1980s and 
1990s when we first became aware of the 
impact of narrow gender stereotyping.

As young parents during these decades, 
we  were convinced that our children 
were not going to be constrained in this 
way. The focus was not just on raising our 
daughters’ expectations.  We also 
attempted to challenge  the accepted 
definition of “masculinity”  by giving 
our  sons  the opportunities to play with 
non stereotypical  boys’  toys  and  discouraging  them  from  interacting with each 
other aggressively. The aim was to raise compassionate, caring human beings who 
would be able to achieve their potential irrespective of their gender.

We were, of course, in a minority and battling against the pervasive and dominant 
influences of the media which still focused on reinforcing rigid gender stereotypes. 

Those  of us living in London were supported by the Inner London Education 
Authority,  (the  ILEA). Their curriculum was  underpinned by  equality.   School 
libraries were scoured so that any books that reinforced stereotypes or narrowed 
expectations were removed. The cultures of the schools and the playground were 
focused on mutual respect.

This, though, was not enough, particularly as we were also facing increased hostility 
from the right-wing Thatcher government who had no interest whatsoever in 
furthering the cause of equality. She is on record as saying, “The pursuit of equality 
itself is a mirage.” At the same time the divisions between the classes had widened. In 
1979 the post-tax income of the top 10% of the population was five times that of 
the bottom 10%; by 1997 it had doubled to 10 times as much.

Against a hostile background, the campaign to raise awareness of the need to improve 
life chances for girls continued. More books were written, and films produced that 
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attempted to counter the stereotype of the submissive woman and challenge the idea 
that there was only a choice between careers or motherhood.

Given the opportunity, many middle-class girls thrived at school, outperforming their 
male classmates  in every subject,  at every stage of the curriculum.    It is important 
to note, though, that this was not the case for working class children.  The UK had, 
and continues to have, one of the widest attainment gaps in education within the 
developed world. The debate around equality was very narrow.   It did not include 
social class.

Even within this narrow strata, girls’ achievements at school were not reflected in the 
workplace. Women continued to struggle to be taken seriously, be recruited, paid and 
promoted at the same rate as their male counterparts.

At the same time little was done to address the stereotypical view of “masculinity”, and 
this  has created a different set of problems. The view as to what it means to be a 
man  has hardly changed  since the 1950s. This  still focuses on repressed emotions 
(boys don’t cry),  assertiveness, facts over  feelings, strength, courage, protectiveness, 
competitiveness, confidence and decisiveness.  For boys or men,  across all social 
classes, it is still not ok to be different, and this can translate easily into rage, and an 
inability to form close relationships.

An enlarged pistol made of more than one hundred rotary-dial telephones that stands as a commentary of the toxic 

masculinity. -  Amanda Slater from Coventry, West Midlands, UK

Worryingly, this void has been filled by a toxic version of “masculinity” promoted by 
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so called celebrities such as ex kick boxer Andrew Tate.  His view is that women are 
a man’s property. He also thinks rape victims must “bear responsibility” for being 
attacked. Schools are reporting just how influential these views are on young boys.

The seriousness of having neglected  boys’ understanding of masculinity cannot 
be ignored.  The two reports published last year into the  Met  and the  London 
Fire Service  found some  disturbing  examples of  misogyny, bullying and racism. 
The worrying conclusion was that these views were not isolated and could be found 
in most UK workplaces and, by implication, in society generally. The murder of 
Sarah Everard showed how, in the worst of cases, these attitudes can transform into 
rage and, unfortunately, murder.

So those of us  who attempted to challenge  gender stereotypical  attitudes with  a 
small, privileged group of children in the 1980s and 1990s were ahead of the game. 
Whether we were successful or not is another issue. We were, after all, working in 
isolation in a hostile and class-ridden political and social environment.

Society clearly has a real problem. In refusing to challenge the dominant view of 
masculinity, we have made life for  everyone across the social classes  even more 
difficult.   Women  continue to be at  increased  risk of domestic violence, being 
constrained at work by outdated male attitudes and subjected to hostile working 
cultures. 

Within those strict “man rules,” men can become desperately unhappy and unable 
to reach out. Three-quarters of deaths by suicide in England and Wales are men.

So we should be concerned that the school play with the pink sparkly 
stilettos  is  still  being produced and remains unchallenged. It  only reinforces an 
outdated view of what it is to be a woman and sends a subliminal message to the 
boys about their female classmates.

Small boys playing with guns may not create patterns of behaviour overnight, but it 
is normalising aggression.

Both examples show that, despite our optimism, in 30 years very little has changed. We 
dreamed of a better world for all children. Dare we hope that this will become a 
reality for the next generation?

I think not.


